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Wholesale Terms and Conditions Agreement
Between Twisted Ginger Jewelry ("Supplier") and the Retailer Jewelry Store

("Retailer")

1. Product Description:

Product descriptions can be found on the wholesale website page, detailing each
product's features and specifications.

2. Pricing:
Wholesale prices are listed on the wholesale shopping page. Suggested retail

pricing is a 50% markup from the wholesale price. 

3. Minimum Order Quantity (MOQ):

A minimum order amount of $1,000 is required for new wholesale accounts.
Additional purchases after the initial order can be made in any dollar amount.

4. Payment Terms:

All payments will be collected at the time of purchase during checkout via the
website.

5. Order Placement, Packaging and Confirmation:

Retailers may choose from a pre-curated starter package (valued at $1,000) or
curate their package with a minimum order of $1,000 for the initial order.

For your convenience, select the item 'Wholesale Packaging' if you would like
packaging added to your order at no additional cost. We understand the

importance of presentation in retail and are here to cater to your needs. The
Supplier will confirm receipt of orders and provide estimated delivery dates.

6. Delivery and Shipping Terms:

6. Delivery and Shipping Terms:
Initial and larger orders may take 6-8 weeks to fulfill. Fill-in orders can usually be

delivered within 1-2 weeks, per availability. 
Additional shipping and insurance charges will be billed to the retail store after

shipment based on the size and weight of the package.
All packages are fully insured for the amount paid.



7. Return Policy:

All sales are final. If any items arrive damaged, please notify us immediately, and
we can replace damaged items upon receiving them.

8. Exclusivity:

Twisted Ginger Jewelry expresses gratitude for your business and wishes to
remain exclusive with your store and local area. We will not sell to any retail

stores within a 30-mile radius of your store.

9. Termination Clause:

We reserve the right to terminate any pre-arrangement with a wholesale store if
our terms and conditions haven't been met.

10. Intellectual Property:
Twisted Ginger Jewelry retains all intellectual property rights to the jewelry
products supplied under this Agreement. Any use of Twisted Ginger Jewelry

Designs and logos must be authorized beforehand.

11. Confidentiality:

This Agreement is between your store and Twisted Ginger Jewelry. You agree not
to sell our jewelry to third-party sellers by agreeing to these terms and conditions. 
The Retailer agrees to maintain the confidentiality of any proprietary or sensitive

information shared during this business relationship.

12. Amendments and Modifications:

Any amendments or modifications to this Agreement shall be in writing and
signed by both parties.

Signature Date:

IN WITNESS of which, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement as of the
Effective Date set forth above.

Supplier: ________________________________      Date: ___________

Retailer: _________________________________     Date: ___________


